We seek billiondollar startups.
Seismic backs startups looking to disrupt the
very core of their industries.

Seismic is changing the rules of venture capital
…and opening the door to almost all investors.

INVEST NOW

A Seismic Shift:
Invest in Seismic as we build a portfolio of
potential unicorns aiming to change the world.
Life changes fast. Yesterday, we piled onto airplanes to visit
customers and attend conferences across the country and
around the world. TODAY we’re logging into Zoom. What will
tomorrow bring?
Yesterday, our video selections came from a storefront.
TODAY we’re streaming via Netflix or other platforms. n talking
about for months or years.
Today, we drive our own car to the supermarket.
Tomorrow the car might just drive itself to the store, load up at
curbside, then drive itself back.
IMAGINE If you had been an early investor in ZOOM or NETFLIX.
By investing in Seismic, you could be backing some of
tomorrow’s biggest businesses, with ideas that are just
forming now.
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With Seismic, almost anyone can add venture capital to their portfolio.
Rich people, family offices, institutional investors, pension funds
and college endowments have been investing in venture capital
for decades. VC has created OUTSIZE RETURNS for these
investors.
SEISMIC OPENS THE DOOR to regular investors, and it might just
be your opportunity to realize the kinds of returns that the socalled “1%” has achieved.
You don’t have to be a rich person or an institution to invest in
Seismic. Once you are an investor, you own exactly the same
common shares that management holds and that we offer to the
founders of our portfolio companies.

Seismic doesn’t charge management fees (like a venture fund) and
our leadership owns the same class of shares as our investors.

We aim to win together!
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The Investment Opportunity
OFFERING SIZE

$49 million

MINIMUM INVESTMENT

WHAT YOU OWN

$1,000 ($5.50/share)

equity share

(5.5 on the Richter scale typically shakes the earth,
can typically be felt as far as 300 miles away, and

of Qualified Small Business stock
of Seismic Capital Company

tends to cause limited physical damage.)

The same common shares as our founders.

HOW WE MAKE MONEY AND RETURN CAPITAL

we nurture our companies, and we may issue dividends as they grow & make money
When companies are ready, we may sell them or take them public. With a successful exit, we may issue a special distribution.
We anticipate our shares to grow in value over time. You may make money when you sell your shares.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #1: CASE STUDY

Get in on the ground floor of startups that can radically change—
and eventually dominate—their industries
Disruptive innovators and entrepreneurs shake up their industries, reimagining every
aspect of their businesses, including pricing, distribution, and even the way customers
interact with their products. In the process, they can grow to become giant companies
that overtake established players.
Consider iTunes, the music software introduced by Apple in 2001. At the time, nearly all
music purchases were physical—CDs primarily, but also vinyl—and dominated by
established record companies. iTunes allowed customers to buy music instantly via their
iTunes player, and it let them customize their purchases by allowing them to buy only the
songs they wanted, not the whole album (when is the last time you used that word).
That upended the whole music industry and put Apple in a commanding position. By 2012, the peak year for digital downloads, iTunes
accounted for 63% of digital media sales and 26% of all music purchased.1 From its 2001 launch until the end of 2012, Apple stock
appreciated by nearly 5,000%.2
1
2

“How Streaming Has Affected Apple’s Share of the U.S. Music Industry,” Motley Fool, March 5, 2019.
Yahoo Finance AAPL historic quotes.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #1 (cont’d):

Get in on the ground floor of start-ups that can
radically change—and eventually dominate—their
industries
Seismic looks for game-changing disruptions before they
happen, and before they’re overpriced by venture capital or Wall
Street. We stay nimble so that we can focus on on the next big
thing. Because seismic shifts will keep coming.
Case in point: What happened in 2012 that threatened Apple’s
disruptive edge? Another disruptive innovator appeared on the
scene—Spotify began offering streaming media, now
commanding a 35%3 share of an $11.4B industry.4

3
4

“Spotify Usage and Revenue Statistics (2020),” Business of Apps
“Music streaming revenue worldwide from 2005 to 2019,” Statista
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #2: CASE STUDY

Disruptors can produce outsized returns
Companies that create seismic change can produce stellar
performance. Case in point: Tesla, the company that upended the
automobile industry by offering the mid-priced, highperformance Model 3 electric car in 2017. Today, Tesla is the
biggest seller of electric vehicles in history, delivering nearly half
a million vehicles in 2020 alone.5 Its market cap is now greater
than that of other top auto companies combined, with top car
makers like Ford and GM both rushing to catch up.
That market dominance has been great for Tesla investors. In
2020, its stock appreciated by an eye-popping 731%.
Of course, not every disruptive innovator will deliver performance
like that, but chosen wisely, these companies can become very
attractive investments.
Now imagine the returns we could achieve when we identify,
acquire, incentivize, and nurture promising startups from the very
beginning.
5 “Tesla
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(TSLA) Closely Misses 2020 Target, Enters 2021 on a High Note,” Nasdaq, January 4, 2021.

8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #3:

Invest in whole companies before they go public
Many disruptive innovators deliver their strongest performance before
investors can even buy stock on the public market—during the years
founders fine-tune their market-shaking strategies as private startups
and emerging growth companies.

Hire a professional team
Individual investors have a tough time investing directly in startups,
because of:
• High investment minimums
• High net worth requirements
• Performing due diligence
• How capable is the management team?
• What is the REAL POTENTIAL?
Seismic extensively reviews every company that will come into the
portfolio AND it provides boundless support of the company at each
stage of development. Few individual investors can accomplish that.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #3 (cont’d):

Invest in whole companies before they go public
We are private growth investors operating within a holding
company structure, which gives us a major voice in all material
decisions our portfolio companies face. We provide innovative
startups with the patient capital, network, and resources to
grow their businesses to their full potential.
Our offering is open to investors of all income and wealth levels,
with an accessible minimum of $1,000.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #4

Invest with a firm that understands innovation.
Company Selection Overview

Will this theme and
company shake up
the market?

Areas where we’re already active:
• Streaming media
• Fintech
• Mobile gaming

Does the company
have a product
ready? What about
customers?

• Process
improvement
• Medtech

Tying the process together
Seismic looks to support impactful companies focused on developing technology, building products, and acquiring customers. Our
firms are laser-focused on all kinds of digital and emerging technologies, sustainability, and more, and all comply with the highest
standards of integrity and accountability to promote and protect the environment and our communities.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #5

ADVISORS

A strong network can support and
accelerate growth
A great idea is just a start. Innovation disruptors benefit from
guidance, mentorship, and newly opened doors so that they
and their companies can reach full potential.

Robert Andrialis
Securities Strategy

Theresa Moore
Diversity, Inclusion,
& Media Advisor

Mitchell Berman
Entrepreneur
in Residence

Brad Paden
Incubation Advisor

Porter Bibb
Multi-Media Advisor

Roxanne Taylor
Marketing / Corporate
Communications Advisor

Demetrio Cuzzocrea
Technology
& Web Analysis

Joey K. Tuttle
Information Design
& Infrastructure

De’Ana Dow
Energy & Financial Markets

Bruce Waxman
Entrepreneur Compensation
& Recruitment Advisor

All Seismic portfolio companies join our congenial, collaborative
ecosystem designed to foster growth and innovation. We
custom-assign a subset of our extensive network of innovative
business leaders who can provide the connections and insight
that may fuel seismic success. This network includes senior
managers in many industries and disciplines, influencers, and
board members, all with extensive experience and the ability to
open doors to sales and partnerships.
Our board of advisors includes leading-edge experts with

Robert Finney
Banking / Corp. Finance

hands-on knowledge of the disciplines emerging
entrepreneurs need to succeed.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #6:

Save on capital gains taxes with an innovative
QSBS structure (for most investors)
Investing in Seismic now means you are purchasing shares of
Qualified Small Business Stock (QSBS), which provides important
tax benefits.
• Investors who hold their shares for five years or more may be
able to avoid paying capital gains taxes when they sell their
shares.
• Gains subject to the exclusion are limited to $10 million or
10x your original investment.
• If we pay dividends or make distributions while you are
holding your stock, as we intend to do, these are subject to
tax just like other dividends.

Subject to IRS restrictions, please consult your tax professional for personalized advice.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #7:

Seismic impact goes beyond the bottom line
When you invest with Seismic, you are providing capital to startups that strive to
meet the highest standards of integrity and accountability—not only to advance the
bottom line, but also to promote and protect the environment and our communities.
Our firm and the startups we acquire are committed to a more responsible and
sustainable economy, less inequality and poverty, better health, greater human
connection, and more jobs with purpose and dignity. We value and advance
diversity and inclusion across all lines.
Our investment process includes a strong environmental, social, and governance
(ESG) focus, so you can rest assured that the companies you invest in through
Seismic strive to:
• Follow relevant ESG laws and regulations.
• Respect the human rights of workers and protections for health and safety.
• Uphold high standards of business integrity.
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #8:

An experienced team selects and oversees your investment
Our senior leadership has been investing in innovative disruptors for decades, fine-tuning a process that zeroes in on startups that are
primed for Seismic growth. Our firm’s founders guide every aspect of portfolio strategy.
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Steven puts his vast experience to work in leading Seismic as it seeks to uncover the world’s next
unicorns. Throughout his career, Steven has been at the forefront of technological innovation and process
improvement. The CEO of Seismic led the teams that put real-time information into formally static apps,
started artificial intelligence processing in the creation of news stories, and developed the first hypertext
links into news articles. These innovations lead to practices that we consider customary today. He started
and led a messaging company before mass marketing by email, SMS, and other electronic means became
popular. He has raised significant capital for ventures from technology, to real estate, to litigation.
Steven Weinstein, CEO

EDUCATION

NON-PROFIT ACTIVITIES

• Hebrew University of Jerusalem/Melton School
• Reuters Executive Business Leadership School led
by Harvard Business School and Insead
• Tufts University
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• Tzedek America, Board Chair
• Hebrew Union College – Jewish Institute of
Religion, Overseer
• Bard College, Parent Leadership Council Member

8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #8: (cont’d.)

An experienced team selects and oversees your investment
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

After spending years as an investment banker with billions of dollars of successful transactions for
prominent firms, Eric puts his expertise to work at Seismic as he leads the investment team and advisory
board seeking innovative megatrends and the companies he believes can participate in them, aiming for
tremendous growth and profits for our shareholders. His experience includes being a founder of a hugely
successful Silicon Valley tech company, an advisor to venture capital and private equity firms, and leading
a Washington, DC public affairs and advisory firm focused on technology, gaming, media,
communications, transportation, banking and small business.
Eric White, President

EDUCATION

NON-PROFIT ACTIVITIES

• Drew University
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• Democratic National Committee,
Managing Trustee
• Inner City Youth Sports CoachBaseball/Racquet Sports
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8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #8: (cont’d.)

An experienced team selects and oversees your investment
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Alice Neuhauser, CFO

Alice’s talents and experience are leveraged by Seismic’s investment committee and her skills will be put to
use by its portfolio companies. Alice manages the internal and external procedures of Seismic. Building on
her previous experience on behalf of lenders such as JPMorgan Chase, where she stepped into executive
management of distressed clients, she has seen companies develop problems and pitfalls to avoid. Those
experiences provide a deep understanding into how start-ups can succeed. Her operational and regulatory
compliance oversight is foundational to her work with Seismic. She oversees the Cap Table with Seismic's
transfer agent, coordinates accounting books and records with the company's CPA firm, and manages
compliance with Seismic's auditor and regulatory filings with the SEC. She also handles banking, IRA and
broker- dealer relationships. She will be overseeing the integration of Seismic's portfolio companies as they
are brought into the fold, providing accounting, HR, and other “non-core” services so those firms can focus
their efforts squarely on building products and growing revenue.
EDUCATION

NON-PROFIT ACTIVITIES

• Anderson School/University of California,
Los Angeles
• Harvard College
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• Defenders of Wildlife, National Council
• Union of Concerned Scientists,
National Advisory Board

8 Reasons to Invest in Seismic Change
REASON #8: (cont’d.)

An experienced team selects and oversees your investment
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Yann Geron Esq.,
General Counsel

Yann has been practicing bankruptcy law since 1988. At Seismic, he is responsible for the company’s
securities, regulatory, corporate, and transactional activities. Based in New York City, Yann brings his legal
experience to Seismic by aiding in compliance and guiding our portfolio companies in legal tasks. He
understands the ins and outs of both growing and failing firms. With nearly three decades of experience,
Yann has served a variety of clients and interests in bankruptcies, out-of-court restructurings, and
assignments for the benefit of creditors. Yann heads his law firm’s insolvency, restructuring, and
bankruptcy practice. Since 1993, Yann has served with distinction as a member of the Panel of Bankruptcy
Trustees for the Southern District of New York (Manhattan). In addition to his own cases, Yann has
represented a number of other panel and non-panel trustees in New York and other jurisdictions. He has
directly handled and supervised numerous litigations in the bankruptcy space, district, and state courts,
from recovery actions to complex fraud cases.
EDUCATION

NON-PROFIT ACTIVITIES

• Hofstra School of Law
• Bard College
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• HEAF Harlem Educational Activities Fund
Leadership Council, Chair
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Are you ready for the next
wave of innovation?
Seismic Capital Company enables you to invest in a portfolio of startups
that we believe will reshape their industries, grow into dominant players,

Investment in this security involves significant risk.
• You are participating in the first significant investment round
of our company, so we don’t have a current portfolio of
companies. We have to find and grow them in order to
succeed.
• Finding and growing Seismic companies takes a highly

and change the world as we know it.

experienced management team, which we attracted by selling

We hope that you join us on our mission to identify, acquire, and grow

selling today.

what believe to be seismic startups—the next big thing is waiting.

them shares at a significant discount to the shares we are

• Starting this company and bringing you this offering involves
upfront costs. Since there is no minimum amount for this
capital raise, early investors should understand that some or all
their investment may not go to investments in Seismic
companies.
• This is a private offering and therefore is “illiquid,” meaning that
there is no current public market for the stock. If you want to
sell your stock you may not be able to do so, or you may have

Seismic.company
424.512.2200

to sell at a steep discount.
• These are some of the potential risks of this offering. You
really should read the offering circular, including the “Risk

PURCHASE SHARES

© 2022 Seismic Capital Company

Factors” section which contains a complete set of potential
risks. You can find it here.

